driving greater efficiencies
for field-based workers

Mobilise your Workforce with Mobius

Many businesses in the UK are looking to drive increased efficiencies, improve
process and have greater control over their field-based operatives. With a Mobius
mobility solution you can incorporate real-time communications saving valuable
time and money in the process.

Many businesses in the UK use paper-based systems to

Mobius has been developed with scalability and flexibility

transact with their customers. Manual systems can lead to

in mind through the ‘Cloud’ computing concept providing

incorrect paperwork, invoicing errors, work duplication and

businesses with minimal IT knowledge the ability to deploy

settlement queries just at a time when you need it least. These

complex mobile applications, enable dynamic data collection

are issues which place a strain on your business, detract from

and manage workflow schedules in the process.

customer service and lead to decreased productivity levels.

Increased business improvement

As a smart business you need to drive these issues out of your
operation, improve process and reduce costs.

• Eliminate the double handling of documentation by office staff

Many companies are looking for tailored, scalable

At Dakota our philosophy is simple – to excel at everything

solutions for their business to help improve work process,

we do. We pride ourselves on excellent customer service,

apply better customer service or simply comply with

on providing innovative solutions to meet the needs of our

legislation which is where Dakota can help.

customers and introducing new technology to our clients when

With Mobius you can incorporate real-time communications

appropriate.

with a tailored, scalable solution to help improve work process

• Increase driver productivity

or to comply with legislation, saving valuable time and money

• Improved customer service with more professional

Mobius can run on any hardware device be it a PDA,
Smartphone or back office PC. From delivery workers to meter

In detail, our service provision would include:

readers, roadside vehicle recovery engineers to couriers and
hauliers, Mobius is specifically designed to help you work

•
•

With easy-to-use and easy-to-comprehend technology, Dakota
•

the powerful 100% uptime ‘Cloud’ channels allow operatives
to be dynamically connected to data hungry back office

•

improve cash-flow
• Eliminate paperwork meaning fewer errors, less credits and

in the process.

Non-stop connectivity

including service management and proof-of-delivery

smarter with added benefits to boot.

is at the forefront of in-the-field data collection and analysis –

Fully mobilised solutions for field-based workers

Stay ahead of the competition

• Same day processing means instantaneous invoicing to help

reduced processing costs

documentation and quicker response times
• Introduce and monitor process into your organisation
• 24/7, fully hosted solution, no need to employ software experts
to maintain your systems

Real-time connectivity and communication with field

Mobile workers cannot afford to be disconnected. That’s

workers

why with Mobius you can connect in the best way to suit

Affordable, tailored software products to meet client

your needs: Integrated Bluetooth, Wireless and 3G Mobile

requirements

Broadband

Improved customer service

• Spread the cost of your deployment by paying on a
monthly basis.

Appropriate mobile hardware devices to undertake the

programs in an instant. With all this in place, Dakota’s Mobius

role including receipt printing, electronic signature

Based around Dakota Mobile’s proven mobility solution,

• More professional and accurate documentation

solution frees the data collection process from time and

capabilities and photo capture

Mobius is an off-the-shelf, scalable software package

• Better service
• Electronic proof-of-delivery provides customers with location,

resource-heavy paper streams whilst allowing the company

•

Air time contracts from Vodafone, O2 etc

specifically designed for both the enterprise and small to

to be virtually connected with its customers. Saving time and

•

Integration with any business system

medium sized business. Mobius can accommodate most

money along the way, these type of dynamic proof-of-delivery

•

24/7 dedicated support

mobile devices be it a PDA, Smartphone or Tablet PC.

efficiencies build brand assurances and open up customer

•

Attractive financial packages and lease options

loyalty opportunities at the same time.

•

Fully configurable solution with the ability to tailor to

Provide a seamless connection with your field workers, send

clients’ requirements

new instructions, receive data back from them and take the

date and time stamp and signature capture for each job
• Elimination of errors (overs/shorts/damaged)
• More instantaneous response times

paperwork out of your business. By deploying a Mobius
mobility solution you can streamline your business, improve
customer satisfaction and add profit to your bottom line.

• Full visibility of jobs/deliveries from one central location via
the online, real-time “dashboard”

We found Dakota to be the
most collaborative, supportive
and receptive company to
match our needs
Ian Ross, UK Director of IT, George Fischer
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